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Bound volume of correspondence compiled by Alec Waugh concerning the publication of The Loom of 
Youth (ref. SS/OS/Waugh, A.R./2/1). 
 
Correspondent(s): 
RENDALL, Montague John (1862-1950).  Headmaster of Winchester College, 1911-1924.  Educated at 
Harrow School and Trinity College, Cambridge.  Letter to Charles Scott Moncrieff dated 23 February 1918. 
 
MONCRIEFF, Charles Kenneth Michael Scott (1889-1930).  Translator.  Educated at Winchester College and 
Edinburgh University.  Author of ‘The End of a Paragraph’ in defence of The Loom of Youth, New Witness, 
27 October 1917. 
 
Letter from M.J. Rendall to Charles Scott Moncrieff, 23 February 1918, ref. SS/OS/W/Waugh, A.R./2/1/p.33: 
 
From The Headmaster, The College, Winchester. 
 
[A note added in Alec Waugh’s handwriting: ‘To C.K. Scott Moncrieff’] 

Feb.23.1918. 
Dear Charles, 
 
I was & am very sorry: you must indeed not give up the pursuit!  I have been dreadfully put about to know 
your address!  You never give me anything but the Club – I wonder if you are at 10 Carlton H.T. still. 
 
After trying hard to avoid it I have had to read The Loom of Youth & find it amazingly clever & well-written 
for a lad of 17, but devilish, sensual, unthinkable, destructive of & mocking at all ideals, battening on 
profanity, Baudelaire & bawd, - not liberty but license.  To my thinking it is incredibly untrue & yet it is 
clearly a photograph!  God save England if these be her Gods. 
 
“Ardour & Ends” [Robert Nichols’ Ardours and Endurances] has a great flow & march of adequate verse: 
nothing is wholly arresting and inevitable but much just falls short of genius. 
 
So you are returning to life, a dull life, I fear, tho’ and I fear it may over tax you.  Come soon & drink some 
spring-wine of Winchester: 
 
Y.ever. 
MJR 
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